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Composed by Shin Mizutani

Ἁρποκράτης (Harpocratēs)

MizutaniShin




― Instrumentation ―

 a. Flute (Fl.) / Piccolo (Picc.)
 b. Clarinet in Bb (Cl. in Bb) / Bass Clarinet in Bb (Bcl. in Bb)
 c. Violin (Vl.)
 d. Violoncello (Vc.)

― Disposition ―

        = a music stand

Stage

Auditorium

― General Note ―

   = The point former dynamics reaches niente, the new dynamics starts, and vice versa   .

   = The point that the motion reaches the dynamics notated, the dynamics becomes niente. 
       In this case ffff .
 

― Performance Note for Wood Wind Instruments ―

 The specific symbols are explained below. 
 The breath pressure is scalled as follows ( pppp, ppp, pp, p, quasi p, mp, mf, quasi f, f, ff, fff, ffff ).

 a. Flute / Piccolo

  = Jet whistle.

  = Flutter-tonguing.

  = Prolonged the boxed motion (     ).

  = Close the embouchure by mouth completely.

  = Open, normal embouchure.

  = Gradual changing between close and open.

  = Trumpet embouchure. Using embouchure used by trumpet playing with taking off the head joint.

  = Highest pitch available.

  = Overblow based on the fundamental pitch (   ).

  = Tongue ram/stop.

 
 Other indications are directly written on score/parts.

(      )



¿

 a. Clarinet in Bb / Bass Clarinet in Bb

 The part is basically notated by one line and normal 5 line-notation is only notated where it is necessary.

  = Multiphonic fingering. E /   = push/close the notated key/hole.     = release/open the notated key/hole.
     Other non-notated key/hole are all open/release. Multiphonic sound should be as rich as possible.

  = Highest harmonics pitch available.

  = Smorzato.

  = Produce random and irregular multiphonics with random breath interruptions (as short as possible) 
     and fingerings.

  = Normal sound.

  = 100% air sound.

  = Gradual changing between (   ) and (   ).

  = Slap tonguing (close).
 

 Other indications are directly written on score.

― Performance Note for String Instruments ―

 The notation system of this piece has two staffs, one is normal staff for m.s., and an another one is tablature 
 for m.d.
 The specific symbols are explained below. The clefs which is used where tablature notation is aplied are
 explained below. See  Ex.1 .

 a. For m.s.

  = Sculbbing the string(s) and producing sound that mostly unpitched.

  = Highest note with normal finger pressure available.

  = Highest note with harmonics finger pressure available.

  = Linear and gradual changing of a parameter which is connecting both ends.

  = Gradual changing of a parameter which is connecting both ends, with vibratissimo motion.
     (             ) = Continuous horizontal vibratissimo.

  = Mute strings by grasping the lower half of finger board.

      (         ) = Simile with harmonics pressure.

  = Finger numbers which to play.

  = String numbers which is played on.

  = Knocking on the back of instrument. The body of instrument is held by player’s shoulder and jaw.

  = 1/4 microtones.

  = As fast as possible. (           ) = Irregular.

1 .2 .3 .4 .
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 b. For m.d.

  = Bowings always travel from heel to point/point to heel. When c.l.t. (see below), it travels from/
      to both ends of stick (bow grip port is not used).
     (   ) = Bowing freely turned as fast as possible starting from heel.

  = Vertical bow position. 

  = Tremolo. On this piece, tremolo is always as fast and as legato as possible.

  = Bouncing the bow on the tailpiece according the rhythm notated. q.v., c.l.b.

  = Knocking on the back of instrument by second joint of player’s first finger.  
     The flog of arco is held by player’s thumb and palm, stick of the bow is laid against the player’s 
      shoulder.

  = crescendo dal niente/al niente. The vertical doubling  means that the first dynamics
     indication reaches the end, the new one starts.

  = Phase shifting bow (p.s.b.). Rebounding the bow in between two imaginary walls with rigid arms.

  = At first slow crescendo, followed by rapid crescendo at the end and vice versa.

  = Pizzicato.

  = Rasgueado. Holding the bow tightly by thumb and palm, then strumming all strings by rest of four
     fingers by succession as fast as possible.

  = Col legno battuto.

  = Col legno tratto.

  = Prolonged.

  = Brushing. The point of the bow is moved vertically and repetitively as fast as possible according to
     the length graphically notated.

  = Circular bowing as fast as possible according to the vertical length that/graphically notated.

  = Jeté in the piece of work is always as fast and as many bouncing as possible.

  = Dynamics signs are physically considered as bow pressure and scalled as follows 
      ( pppp, ppp, pp, p, quasi p, mp, mf, quasi f, f, ff, fff, ffff ).
     The higher pressure may produce “scratch” sound.

  = Simile to m.s., the string(s) which is played on. It is notated only where it is needed.

  = Simile to m.s., irregular rhythm.
 

 Other indications are directly notated on music.

 Ex.1

 Tab. clef. a        Tab. clef. b

― Score Transposed ―

,

trem.

c.l.b.

c.l.t.

play any point where it is confortable.

back of the body

end pin
tailpiece

bridge
fingerboard

nut
1/2 between bridge & nut.






















